device performance as compared with the direct-interface junction, LSMO/STO/LSMO (LSMO/LAO/LSMO) (13). As shown in Fig. 3, \( M_{\text{int}} \) for this STO/LSMO/LSMO interface is almost \( \mu \)-independent above 0.1 T, thus confirming that the nearly bulk-like ferromagnetism is maintained even in the vicinity of STO. The normalized \( M_{\text{int}}(T) \) value of STO/LSMO/LSMO reaches 0.5 at 250 K, which is close to a value of 0.7 for normalized magnetization of bulk film at the same temperature and is much larger than the value (<0.2) for the direct interface of STO/LSMO \((x = 0.4)\).
tation. Given the critical role that surface diffusion plays in phenomena as varied as crystal growth and catalytic activity of surfaces, many techniques have been applied to probe the diffusion of adsorbed atoms and molecules under equilibrium conditions (15, 16). By exciting the molecules electronically rather than thermally, we can now examine surface diffusion processes occurring under nonequilibrium conditions on the ultrafast time scale. The measurements, carried out on the CO/Cu(110) system, reveal adsorbate motion with different propensities for displacement along and perpendicular to the atomic rows of the surface compared with those previously observed under conditions of thermal equilibrium. The experimental results demonstrate the importance of the electronic adsorbate-substrate coupling for surface migration, as well as the existence of distinctive new surface phenomena on the ultrafast time scale.

We chose the CO/Cu(110) system for study because its equilibrium and dynamical properties have been well characterized. CO adsorbs in a molecular state at on-top sites of the Cu(110) surface and is stable against thermal desorption up to a temperature of ~190 K (17). With the use of STM imaging, Briner et al. (18) found that thermally induced diffusion starts at temperatures around 40 K and proceeds exclusively along the close-packed <110> rows of the substrate. Researchers have also recently investigated STM-induced lateral motion of adsorbed CO (19–23). These measurements in the spatial domain have been complemented by experimental investigations of femtosecond laser-induced processes, including research on desorption (5, 7) and adsorbate-substrate vibrational coupling (24–27), as well as several related theoretical studies (28–31). These experimental and theoretical investigations have revealed the importance of nonadiabatic coupling of the adsorbate to the high electronic temperature of the substrate produced by femtosecond laser excitation.

During the experiment (32), the Cu(110) sample was held at a temperature of 22 K, well below the threshold for thermally driven surface diffusion of CO. The CO coverage of ~0.01 monolayer permitted isolated molecules to be studied. STM images were taken at tunneling currents of ~100 pA with a bias of a few hundred millivolts. Under these conditions, no STM-induced changes of the CO-covered surface were observed. Laser radiation was provided by a regeneratively amplified mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. We used the second harmonic of this source (405 nm) to irradiate the sample with 200-fs laser pulses at a repetition rate of ~1 kHz.

We recorded the positions of CO molecules on the Cu(110) surface by STM before and after irradiation by the laser and thereby traced the motion of individual adsorbed molecules. Although conceptually simple, this procedure requires careful consideration from the experimental standpoint. The principal complication is that the surface cannot be irradiated with the STM tip in its tunneling position because of thermal expansion.

The experimental approach adopted to circumvent this problem is sketched in Fig. 1. After acquisition of an initial STM image, the tip is quickly withdrawn from the substrate by ~1 μm with the vertical piezoelectric drive. With the tip retracted, the surface is exposed to the fs-pulse laser radiation. The STM tip is then allowed to reapproach the surface. To use the STM to follow atomic-scale motion, we must be able to image precisely the same region of the surface. Control experiments, as indicated in Fig. 2, A and B, confirm this capability and verify that the molecules retain exactly the same positions. In contrast, Fig. 2, B and C, show STM images of adsorbed CO molecules before and after exposure to fs-pulse laser radiation. Because the probability of laser-induced events is low for a single pulse, we typically applied 1000 or more pulses between successive images. In our measurements, a total of ~3000 isolated molecules were analyzed, half of them subject to laser irradiation and half in control experiments.

Under irradiation by the femtosecond laser pulses, we observed surface diffusion as summarized in Fig. 3. In contrast to the thermal behavior, adsorbate migration occurs across the close-packed rows of the substrate (in the <001> direction) as well as along them (in the <110> direction). Also in marked distinction to conventional thermal behavior, desorption occurs at a rate similar to surface diffusion.

An important experimental issue concerns the determination of the absorbed laser fluence, which has been shown to be a critical experimental parameter (4–13). The geometry of the present experiment makes a direct determination of the absorbed fluence difficult: Even with the STM tip retracted, we expect that its presence will alter the strength of the laser field at the surface. We can, however, apply an internal calibration scheme on the basis of the presence of laser-induced CO desorption. To convert the observed desorption rates into an absorbed fluence, we apply the phenomenological model developed by Struck et al. (7) for Cu(001), with an adjustment to reflect the empirical Arrhenius rate law for CO desorption from Cu(110). Given the sharp dependence of the desorption rate on the absorbed laser fluence, we believe that this procedure yields a relatively precise local value of this parameter of 30 ± 3 J/m².

We now discuss the mechanism for femtosecond laser-induced diffusion and the origin of the anomalous branching ratio for motion in the <110> and <001> directions. The absorbed laser radiation produces electron-hole pairs that thermalize rapidly to a Fermi-Dirac distribution. However, this electronic temperature can far exceed that of the phonons (25). To model this transient substrate excitation, we have solved coupled diffusion equations for the substrate electronic and lattice temperatures at the surface (Fig. 4). A transient electronic temperature approaching...
3000 K is achieved for a time of \( \sim 1 \) ps; heating of the lattice also occurs, but the lattice only reaches a temperature of 140 K in a transient of a few tens of picoseconds in duration.

With this description of the substrate excitation, we first consider whether the observed diffusion arises from a transient thermal process associated with the (relatively) slow equilibrium heating in the metal. With the use of data from Briner et al. (18), we find that the expected number of hops along the atomic rows falls short by more than an order of magnitude. Also, CO hopping across the rows is negligible under conventional thermal conditions and should, contrary to our experimental findings, still be relatively minor for transient thermal excitation. Further, a purely thermal mechanism could not explain the concurrent CO desorption process observed under laser excitation.

These considerations strongly suggest that an electronically driven process is responsible for the observed surface diffusion. Although theoretical attention has focused largely on the role of electronic temperature in driving desorption processes, the notion of electronic coupling to coordinates relevant for lateral adsorbate motion is also inherently reasonable, because strong adsorbate-substrate charge transfer is expected as the adsorbate moves from one surface binding site to the next. Indeed, in the calculations of Kindt et al. (30), it was explicitly noted that electronic coupling to modes other than the molecule-surface vibration for CO/Cu(100) should play an important role.

Here, we introduce a simple phenomenological model of such an electronically driven diffusion process. With the use of only parameters from the literature, we can roughly reproduce the experimental rate for diffusion along the atomic rows of the Cu(110) surface and account for the anomalous behavior for diffusion across these rows. Our starting point is the experimental Arrhenius rate law reported by Briner et al. (18) for CO diffusion along the \(<110>\) direction. We now, however, consider energy transfer separately from the electronic and lattice degrees of freedom of the substrate, following a model previously introduced to examine coupling between the substrate and adsorbate vibrations:

\[
dU_{ad}/dt = (U_{el} - U_{ad})/\tau_{el} + (U_{ph} - U_{ad})/\tau_{ph}
\]

where \( U_\phi = hv/\exp(hv/kT_{\phi} - 1) \) denotes the energy content of a harmonic oscillator corresponding to the frustrated translational mode \( \nu = 1.1 \times 10^{12} \) s\(^{-1} \) at the specified temperature \( T_{\phi} \) (where \( ad, el, \) and \( ph \) indicate the adsorbate, electronic, and phonon degrees of freedom, respectively) and \( h \) and \( k \) are the usual Planck and Boltzmann constants. The coupling parameters (\( \tau_{el} = 5.1 \) ps and \( \tau_{ph} = 4.2 \) ps) for frustrated translational motion, which is assumed to be the reaction coordinate for surface diffusion, were obtained experimentally by Germer et al. for the CO/Cu(001) system (24, 25). Although we have included for...
completeness both electronic and phononic couplings, the observed surface hopping is driven by the high electronic temperature.

The predicted temperature of the translational degree of freedom of the adsorbed CO molecules is shown in Fig. 4. We can calculate a hopping probability per laser pulse of $2 \times 10^{-6}$. Given the severe approximations in this treatment, the agreement with the experimental result of $9 \times 10^{-6}$ is satisfactory.

Can this analysis also explain the anomalous behavior with respect to adsorbate motion perpendicular to the atomic rows? Here, we cannot rely on an established Arrhenius rate law; all we know is that measurable hopping perpendicular to the atomic rows has not been observed under conventional thermal conditions. For purposes of a semiquantitative discussion, we assume that the lack of thermal diffusion in the perpendicular direction is attributable primarily to a larger energy barrier associated with the increased hopping distance to the next atom. Taking the lack of thermal diffusion across the rows in the measurements of Briner et al. (18) to mean that it is at least three orders of magnitude less probable than diffusion along the rows, we then deduced a minimum barrier height of 128 meV for diffusion across the rows, compared to a barrier of 97 meV for motion along the rows. With this parameter, our analysis of an electronically driven process yields a branching ratio for diffusion across the rows of 0.25. This value is comparable to our experimental finding of 0.34 but stands in sharp contrast to the equilibrium behavior. The observed branching ratio reflects the relative insensitivity to barrier heights of the electronically driven process.

These experiments show the possibility of combining direct imaging of molecules by STM with access to the ultrafast time scale by femtosecond laser excitation. The extension of these measurements to multiple-pulse laser excitation should retain the atomic-scale spatial resolution while providing further insight into the temporal evolution of ultrafast dynamical processes.
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**Nanoparticles: Strained and Stiff**

*Benjamin Gilbert,1 Feng Huang,1 Hengzhong Zhang,1 Glenn A. Waychunas,2 Jillian F. Banfield1,2*

Nanoparticles may contain unusual forms of structural disorder that can substantially modify materials properties and thus cannot solely be considered as small pieces of bulk material. We have developed a method to quantify intermediate-range order in 3.4-nanometer-diameter zinc sulfide nanoparticles and show that structural coherence is lost over distances beyond 2 nanometers. The zinc-sulfur Einstein vibration frequency in the nanoparticles is substantially higher than that in the bulk zinc sulfide, implying structural stiffening. This cannot be explained by the observed 1% radial compression and must be primarily due to inhomogeneous internal strain caused by competing relaxations from an irregular surface. The methods developed here are generally applicable to the characterization of nanoscale solids, many of which may exhibit complex disorder and strain.

The electronic properties of nanoparticles can differ from those of their corresponding bulk form due to confinement effects caused only by their finite size, and because they are structurally distinct. Quantum confinement is the dominant size effect, and has been well studied (1–6). Structural deviations in nanoparticles relative to bulk material are not well understood because they are hard to resolve experimentally (7). Consequently, theoretical models of nanoparticles generally assume they have bulklike interior structure (8). Tight-binding calculations that optimized nanoparticle structure, and assumed full theoretical passivation of surface anions, suggested that surfaces of nanoparticles relax in a manner comparable to that of bulk surfaces (9). However, classical and quantum molecular dynamics simulations have indicated that disorder may pervade throughout nanoparticles (10, 11). We previously showed that nanoparticles can undergo substantial transformation in structure at low temperature, driven by surface interactions, indicating that internal strain depends upon the nature of the surroundings as well as size (12). However, a detailed description of the strain within nanoparticles has not been experimentally obtained. We combine pair distribution function and extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analyses to quantify the structural distortion within mercaptoethanol-coated zinc sulfide (ZnS) nanoparticles and the consequent changes in lattice dynamics.
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